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Author's response to reviews: see over
We have made the following formatting changes requested by the editorial office:

1. Table vertical elements - removed
2. Table size - These must fit into an A4 portrait page – changed to portrait
3. Figure title – Figure titles removed
4. Figure as two files – Figures merged to one file
5. Additional files – Additional files referred to correctly
6. Title page - Remove the text 'BMC MS 1962304890208351. Revised after reviewers' comments.' - removed
7. Author list - The list of authors in the manuscript should be written exactly as they are in the submission system. The authors (forename, initial (if any), surname) should be written identically and in the order in which they are listed in the submission system - corrected
8. Please change 'Author Contributions' to 'Authors' contributions' – changed as requested
9. Figure cropping – figures have been cropped as far as possible